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Written by Mark Pellegrini, Roger Craig and the usual suspects.
3-1. He retired in April of2003. The character Yakov Liebermann in The Boys from
Brazil is modeled on him, and he made a minor appearance as himself in the Odessa file.
Interned in several concentration camps, he was liberated by American forces in 1945.
He has said his only regret was that he never caught Alois Brunner, but one of his
greatest successes was in catching Karl Silberbauer, the person who arrested Anne Frank.
FTP, identify this man who became famous for hunting Nazi war criminals.
ANSWER: Simon Wiesenthal
3-2. An autosomal disease, about one in 2,500 Caucasian babies is born with it. Although
the disease has been known for over two centuries, its current name was not used until
1938. Typically, patients are tested for it by measuring the salinity of their sweat. A
defect in chromosome seven causes the body to produce abnormally thick and sticky
mucus in several different parts of the body, most prominently in the lungs and other
parts of the respiratory system. This mucus builds up and blocks vital systems. This is,
FTP, what recessive disease abbreviated CF?
ANSWER: Cystic Fibrosis
3-3. It can trace its beginnings to skirmishes in the late 1920's. The two involved
landlocked nations vied for control of its namesake region, which would provide easier
access to the Atlantic. Lasting from 1932 to 1935, it saw almost 100,000 people die,
mostly from disease. It ended when arbiters, mostly ambassadors from various South
American republics, helped negotiate a peace between Paraguay and Bolivia. This is,
FTP, what war named for the Boreal region in which it was fought.
ANSWER: Gran Chaco War
3-4. It is divided into five books, but book five has only three chapters. In it, one of the
main characters, Jim moves west from Virginia. There, he admires Otto Fuchs, the
Austrian hired hand and becomes friends with a girl from Bohemia. She respects Jim
after he kills a rattlesnake, but when Jim is eleven years old, tragedy strikes and his
friend's father commits suicide. The framing introduction lets the reader know that Jim
has been writing about a childhood friend from Nebraska. FTP, name this Willa Cather
novel about Jim Burden and his childhood female friend whose surname was Shimerda.
ANSWER: My Antonia
3-5. Hilary Putnam observed that you could create one with some sticks, 4 stones, and an
infinitely long roll of toilet paper. Originally created as a response to Hilbert's
decidability question, a mathematical function is said to be computable if one of these
can compute it. It was described by its creator as a black box capable of reading from a
memory, then using that memory data and the current state to go into the next state, then
overwriting the read data with new data, then going new memory location. Often
nowadays, modern digital computers are compared to them. FTP, this is what type of
computation device, named after one of the pioneers of computer science?
ANSWER: Universal Turing Machine

3-6. When calculating its value for the world, one always gets a positive amount, instead
of the expected zero. This is thought to be the amount of money laundered worldwide.
Japan's constantly positive one led to an influx of currency, which caused many
questionable real-estate investments. Paul Samuelson has argued that its consistent
negativity in the US is due to high confidence in the currency. FTP, identify this quantity
from economics which is calculated by subtracting imports from exports
__
~
ANSWER: Trade Balance (Accept Balance of Trade and equivalent) ~ A1~J
3-7. In Act 3, a grotesque beast sets off with Trinculo and Stephano to kill his master. In
Act 2, following their safe landing, a fairy puts everyone except Sebastian and Antonio to
sleep. Ferdinand and Miranda fall in love, and in act 4, she gets permission to marry him.
Featuring the former duke of Milan, the wizard Prospero, Caliban, and Ariel, this is FTP,
what play by the Bard of Avon?
ANSWER: The Tempest
3-8. He celebrated his most famous victory by drinking a flaming drink in a Chinese
Pagoda every year. This victory was over the Dead Rabbits where he killed Priest Vallon.
Years later, he takes in Vallon's orphaned son, Amsterdam, who has returned to the Five
Points to exact vengeance. A onetime lover of the pickpocket, Jenny Everdeane, he
finally dies during the Draft riots of 1863. FTP, name this man played by Daniel DayLewis in Martin Scorsese's "Gangs of New York".
ANSWER: Bill "The Butcher" Cutting (accept either)
3-9. The first PC operating system with native support for multitasking, version 1.1 0 (one
point ten) added a graphical interface called the presentation manager. It was released for
the 80286-processor, despite objections, because its creator company had a directive that
it must always keep its promises to its customers. Developed in conjunction with
Microsoft, version three would later become the original Windows NT. It is sometimes
called the "universal client" for its high network connectivity. FTP, name this OS, created
by IBM, with the name warp sometimes appended to it.
ANSWER: OS/2 (Oh Es Two)
3-10. Among this artist's most important tools was the toothbrush, which he used to force
paint through a steel sheet with holes punched into it. Because the artist did not want the
lines in his paintings to appear less bold, he used this technique to create Benday dots
instead of painting solid circles directly on the canvas. Another tool used by the artist
was a projector, which he used to enlarge the original image, usually a formulaic
dramatic moment removed entirely from its original context. FTP, identify this artist
who became famous for taking individual frames of comic strips and enlarging them to
monumental scale.
Answer: Roy Lichtenstein
3-11. Despite its popularity, few people know that it has a sister poem with a virtually
identical name, which takes place a few hours earlier. Written to commemorate the
events of October 25, 1854, "All in the valley of Death, Rode the six hundred." Despite

mistaken orders from their commander, Lord Cardigan, "Some one had blunder'd/Theirs
not to make reply,lTheirs not to reason why/Theirs but to do and die." Set at the battle of
Balaclava, this is, FTP, what 1864 poem written by Alfred Tennyson, which tells of a
disastrous cavalry advance?
ANSWER: The Charge of the Light Brigade
(The sister poem is Charge of the Heavy Brigade)
3-12.Twice the Weather Underground blew up a statue commemorating it, until the statue
was moved in front of police headquarters. Mathias Degan was killed almost instantly,
while 7 more officers would die from wounds. Because anarchists had been speaking at
the event prior to the explosion, blame fell on the eight men who were involved in setting
up the rally. Illinois governor John Altgeld would eventually pardon three ofthe eight
surviving scapegoats, four of the five others having been hanged. Name, FTP, this May 4,
1889 riot in Chicago where someone threw a bomb into a group of policemen.
ANSWER: Haymarket Riot
3-13. He is sometimes referred to by another name which means "the lord of the star of
the dawn." Sometimes known as the inventor of books and the calendar, he supposedly
gave maize to mankind. He built the world out of his blood and the bones of the previous
four, which he retrieved from the underworld. Brother ofXolotl (Zo-lot-uhl), upon
landing in South America, the Aztecs erroneously thought Cortes was an incarnation of
him. FTP, identify this chief God of the Aztecs.
ANSWER: Ouetzalcoatl
3-14. Open relays, particularly in foreign countries, are where most of it originates. Some
proposed solutions are hash cash, Bayesian (bay-easy-in) filtering, whitelists, and
,
blacklists. Others propose forcing senders to add the letters ADV to the subject line. I
SMTP and its untrusted-client method are the major issue in dealing with it. Deriving its
name from a Monty Python skit, FTP, name this annoying type of email.
ANSWER Spam (Accept Unsolicited Commercial Email)
3-15. In desperation, one side sent out blacks infected with small pox, and then launched
a last-ditch counter-attack. On its conclusion, the losers played 'The World Turned
Upside Down,' at least according to myth. Upon its news reaching London, Prime
Minister North resigned. The stage for it was set when French admiral de Grasse defeated
a British fleet under Admiral Thomas Graves. Rochambeau, Lafayette, and Washington
encircled and defeated Cornwallis' army. FTP, name this 1781 battle that ended the
American Revolution.
ANSWER: Battle of Yorktown
3-16. This city was founded around 1100 as a seasonal camp for Tuareg nomads and by
the 14th century it was a center of gold and salt trade in addition to being a center of
Islamic culture. Emperor Mansa Musa built the Great Mosque and the royal residence,
Madugu here. It's located in the Sahara Desert about 8 miles north ofthe Niger River and
is home to Sankore University. FTP, name this city, the administrative center of Mali
Answer: Timbuktu or Tombouctou

3-17. In 1896, while en route back from Europe following the death of manager David
Blakely, the creator mentally composed the whole song. He even wrote words for it,
although the lyrics are almost forgotten today. Although he would conduct performances
of it at virtually every concert until his death, only one recording survives today and it is
discussed in the composer's autobiography, "Marching Along" Especially popular with
the Boston Pops, and played every year on July 4th, FTP, name this magnum opus of
John Phillips Sousa.
ANSWER: Stars and Stripes Forever (Prompt on early buzz of John Phillips Sousa)
3-18. He gave a demonstration of his teaching techniques to Pope John XIX in 1028.
Three years earlier he had created a system of notation using a 4-line staff which evolved
into the system used today. His greatest invention was derived from the text of a hymn he
wrote to St. John the Baptist whose first line is "Ut que ant laxis." With this hymn, he
created the system of solmisation using the syllables ut, re, mi, fa, sol, and lao FTP, name
this monk for whom the diatonic scale is sometimes eponymously named.
ANSWER: Guido d' Arezzo
3-19. The first Western philosopher to go beyond the physical realm and instead search
for metaphysical foundations, he lamented that most men didn't understand the Logos or
Word, the universal principle which governed the universe. Born circa 540 Be in
Ephesus, he believed that fire was the basic material element of the universe. FTP, name
this Pre-Socratic philosopher whose most famous statement is often translated as "You
can't step in the same river twice."
ANSWER: Heracl(e)itus
3-20. He was a member of the Green Lamp association, which discussed literature and
history, but was also a clandestine branch of a secret society, the Union of Welfare. In
1817 he took a post in St. Petersburg, where he was elected to
.,http·Usearch.eb.eol1'l/cb/artide7eu-98J.lArzamas, an exclusive literary circle founded by
friends of his uncle. His mother was a granddaughter of Abram Hannibal, an Abyssinian
princeling whom he immOlialized in an unfinished novel, The Negro of Peter the Great.
FTP, name this author of The Prisoner of the Caucasus and Eugene Onegin.
ANSWER: Aleksandr Sergeyevich Pushkin
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BONUSES
3-1. Name the Supreme Court Justices from clues, FTPE.
10-) He was the 6th Chief Justice after serving in the Senate as a representative from the
Free Soil party and as governor of Ohio. He was Lincoln's Secretary of Treasury and
served over Andrew Johnson's impeachment trial.
Answer: Samuel Portland Chase
10) He was an All American Football player at the University of Colorado and later a
successful professional. He was the deputy attorney general under Kennedy before being
named to the Court in 1962.
Answer: Byron Raymond "Whizzer" White
10) This man was the 2nd Chief Justice, after being South Carolina's Attorney General.
He only served as Chief Justice for 5 months, because of his attacks on Jay's Treaty.
Answer: John Rutledge
3-2. Given the name of a work of literature that served as the basis for an Alfred
Hitchcock film, name the author of that work, FFPE. Bonus five for all correct.
[5] Psycho
ANSWER: Robert Bloch
[5] Rebecca
ANSWER: Daphne du Maurier
[5] The Thirty Nine Steps
ANSWER: John Buchan
[5] Topaz
ANSWER: Leon Uris
[5] Strangers on a Train
ANSWER: Patricia Highsmith
3-3. Given an element, tell what color will appear during a flame test, FTPE.
A. Lithium
Answer: red (crimson)
B. Sodium
Answer: yellow
C. Selenium and Arsenic both give this color during a flame test, although selenium
gives the odor of rotting radishes and arsenic smells like garlic.
Answer: blue
3-4. Greek Drama, FTPE
a. (10) The title character of this Euripedes drama has been cast aside by her husband,
Jason, in favor of a Corinthian princess. Not being the type to do things by half
measures, she kills their children to take revenge.
Answer: Medea
b. (10) We know of only seven plays extant from this author's corpus, including "Oedipus
Rex", and "Antigone"
Answer: Sophocles

c. (10) It wasn't all tragedy back then, this comedian is known for "The Wasps", and "The
Clouds", among many others.
Answer: Aristophanes
3-5.30-20-10 name the type of drug.
[30] First developed in 1964, the first successful one was propanolol which is sold under
the brand name Inderal.
[20] Sir James Black won a Nobel Prize in 1988 for their invention. They are sometimes
used to treat congestive heart failure.
[10] They act as competitive antagonists at adrenergic receptors of heart tissue.
ANSWER: beta blockers
3-6. Name the Presidents from quotes, ten points each.
[10] During the funeral of French president Georges Pompidou, he declared: "This is a
great day for France."
ANSWER: Richard Milhous Nixon
[10] "My fellow Americans, I'm pleased to tell you today that I've signed legislation that
will outlaw Russia forever. We begin bombing in five minutes."
ANSWER: Ronald Wilson Reagan
[10] "I've looked on a lot of women with lust. I've committed adultery in my heart many
times."
ANSWER: James "Jimmay!"Earl Carter
3-7. Electricity and Magnetism, FTPE
10) This is the set of four equations that completely describes the behavior of electricity
and magnetism
ANSWER: Maxwell's equations
10) Maxwell's work consisted mostly of collecting older equations. However, he noticed
a discrepancy in this earlier law, which he then corrected
ANSWER: Ampere's Law (Accept Ampere-Maxwell Law)
10) He modified that earlier law by adding a term to account for this very small
phenomenon, symbolized with a j
ANSWER: Displacement current
3-8. Name these composers famous for their chamber music FTPE:
[10] His Petite Symphonie in B flat is probably the single greatest work for small
windlbrass ensemble, though some might know him better for an opera about a certain
hell-bound doctor.
ANSWER: Charles Gounod
[10] The six string quartets of this Hungarian pianist and ethnomusicoligist are widely
regarded as the greatest 20 th century examples of the genre.
ANSWER: Bela Bartok
[10] This independently wealthy Baroque violinist revolutionized the style of his
instrument with what became the fust instrumental works to be widely performed after
the composer's death, his six books of trio and solo sonatas
ANSWER: Arcangelo Corelli

3-9. Name these literary works from descriptions, on a ten - five basis.
[10] Ralph is the protagonist, while his nemesis is Jack Merridew.
[5] William Golding wrote it.
ANSWER: Lord of the Flies
[10] First published in 1729, it was subtitled 'For Preventing The Children of Poor
People in Ireland From Being Aburden to Their Parents or Country, and For Making
Them Beneficial to The Public.'
[5] This classic satire recommends the eating of children.
ANSWER: A Modest Proposal
[10] It is divided into twelve sections, and places visited in it include Cumae, Carthage
and Sicily.
[5] It was written in 19 CE by Virgil.
ANSWER: The Aeneid
3-10. Identify the artists by famous thefts of their art, FTPE.
A. In April, 2003, a watercolor of the Fortification of Paris by this painter was found
rolled behind a toilet near the gallery it was stolen from in Manchester, England. In
December 2002, two minor paintings were stolen from the museum devoted to the artist
in Amsterdam.
A: Vincent van Gogh
B. On May 11,2003, this artist's Saliera or Saltcellar of Francis I was stolen from the
Art History Museum in Vienna, Austria in a simple smash and grab job. Valued at over
50 million pounds, the 1539 masterpiece is the sole surviving example of the artist's
amazing goldsmithing ability.
A: Benvenuto Cellini
C. Along with works by Rembrandt, Degas, and Manet stolen from the Isabella Stuart
Gardner Museum in Boston, this artist's The Concert was taken in the greatest art heist in
U.S. history. The Concert is one of only 35 known works by the artist.
A: Johannes (Jan) Vermeer
3-11. Answer the following about a certain 1957 play by Harold Pinter, with two men in
a basement hotel room waiting for their next assignment.
10) The men who are waiting have what occupation?
ANSWER: Hit men (accept equivalents)
10) What is the name of the play, named for the device that sends them information from
up stairs.
ANSWER: The Dumb Waiter
10) Name either of the waiting men; the calm, quiet one or the nervous, complaining one.
ANSWER: Ben or Gus
3-12. Name these explorers from clues, FTSNOP.
5) He discovered the Pacific Ocean for Spain but was later beheaded for treason.
Answer: Vasco Nunez de Balboa
10) In a mission to take over the territory at Nootka Sound and to explore the Northern
Pacific Coast, he circumnavigated the island that now bears his name.

Answer: George Vancouver
15) This discoverer of the Colorado River also sailed up the Gulf of California but failed
to make contact with Coronado.
Answer: Hernando de Alarcon
3-13. Name these Hindu scriptures FIPE:
[10] The most sacred of Hindu scriptures, these four books are supposed to be entirely
supernatural in authorship. Containing the Upanishads, they include the Yajur, Atharva,
Sarna, and Rig.
ANSWER: Vedas
[10] Coming from the Sanskrit from "thread", they form a link between Vedic literature
and later writings; these collections of aphorisms give instruction on everything from
philosophy to grammar to erotic love.
ANSWER: Sutras
[10] These "practical manuals" concern themselves with the external worship of God, as
well as topic such as temple-building amd meditaiton. Their three main classes are
Vaishnava, Saiva, and Sakta.
ANSWER: Agamas
3-14. Name these works of Latin literature FTPE, or for 5 if you need the author.
1. For 10: Divided into 15 books, it includes the stories ofCeyx and Alcyone, Myrrha,
and Daphne, among many others.
For 5: Ovid
Answer: The Metamorphoses
2. A fragment of this text, known as "Trimalchio's Feast," inspired F. Scott Fitzgerald's
The Great Gatsby.
For 5: Petronius
Answer: The Satyricon
3. For 10: The title character, an allegorical figure, visits the imprisoned narrator in his
jail cell.
For 5: Boethius
Answer: The Consolation of Philosophy or De consolatione philosophiae
3-15. Name the Best Picture nominee from one line descriptions, FTPE.
[10] Herb Stempel takes a dive on a Marty question, while Charles van Doren takes the
fall for NBC and Jack Barry.
ANSWER: Quiz Show
[10] Two men share stories in an Argentine prison cell.
ANSWER: Kiss of the Spider Woman
[10] Sonny and Sal rob a bank so that Sonny's lover can get a sex change operation.
ANSWER: Dog Day Afternoon
3-16. Expand the following computer-related acronyms on a 5-10-20-30 basis
A)HTML
ANSWER: Hypertext markup language
B) FPGA

ANSWER: Field Programmable Gate Array
C)ALU
ANSWER: Arithmetic Logic Unit
D) VHSIC
ANSWER: Very High Speed Integrated Circuit
3-17. Name these terms from internet advertising, FTPE.
10) An advertisement that displays between two web pages of a website.
ANSWER: Interstitials
10) An advertisement that is layered on top of a website's content.
ANSWER: Superstitials
10) This is the term for the ability of a website to keep people from clicking away from
site. i.e. they hang around longer.
ANSWER: site stickiness
3-18. Answer the following about psychology tests.
[15 or 10] Two answers required. He attended the University of London and completed
his doctorate at the age of23. His work with Spearman's factor analysis techniques
would later be applied to his research into personality. His best-known personality test,
which derives part of its name from the number of scales used to measure source traits.
Fifteen points for both and ten for one, name this psychologist and his alphanumeric
personality test.
ANSWER: Raymond Cattell and 16PF
[15 or 10] First developed by woman who read a Carl Jung book and her mother, it uses
four basic scales with opposite poles. The various combinations of these preferences,
such as thinking vs. feeling, result in 16 personality types. Fifteen for both and ten for
one, name those two women.
ANSWER: Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
3 -19. FTPE, name the rivers that these cities lie on.
[10] Houston, Texas
Answer: Trinity River
[10] Dublin, Ireland
Answer: Liffey River
[10] St. Petersburg, Russia
Answer: Neva River
3-20. Voices on TV, FTPE
A. The announcer on this ESPN "game show" hosted by Max Kellerman is known as
"Disembodied voice."
A: Around the Horn
B. Voiced by Mary Jo Pehl, this was the Satellite of Love's PA persona on MST3K.
A: Magic Voice
C. This actor provided the voice ofK.I.T.T. on TV's Knightrider. He was also Mr.
Feeney on Boy Meets World.
A: William Daniels

